Oblivious transfer (OT) is a significant primitive with wide use in secure two-party computation, private set intersection private and other cryptographic schemes. In the past ten years, different variants of OT primitive like cut-and-choose OT (CCOT) and outsourced OT (OOT), have been proposed so as to satisfy various emerging models. In this paper, we firstly propose and formalize a new primitive called permutable cut-and-choose OT (PCCOT) which generalizes the original CCOT functionality. Furthermore, we construct an efficient PCCOT protocol in the presence of malicious adversaries using the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) hard assumption. It is worth mentioning that we apply the PCCOT primitive to the efficient construction of secure wildcard pattern matching (WPM) protocol. The WPM functionality allows a party to determine the locations of its pattern with wildcard characters occurs in a long text of another party while revealing nothing to either party in addition to the length of their own inputs. Our proposed secure WPM protocol via PCCOT is secure against semi-honest adversary with 2 rounds and has identical communication cost as the the state-of-the-art scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUNDS
In secure two-party computation (STPC) [1] , [2] setting, two separate parties P 1 and P 2 cooperate to accomplish a concrete function f using their secret inputs. Meanwhile, the two parties obtain nothing rather than relevant outputs. The formal security definition of STPC relies on the ideal/real simulation paradigm [3] - [5] where a real protocol execution ''emulates'' the ideal-world setting. Concretely, the ideal world contains a trusted third party which receives input from the parties, computes a target function and finally gives output to the corresponding party. We say the trusted third party can not be corrupted such that the ideal world holds perfect security beyond that the adversary can only changes its input value. Informally speaking, a secure protocol must hold that no real-world adversary can do more harm than ideal-world adversaries. Formally, we compare the joint output of a real protocol executed by the adversary and an honest party, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chien-Ming Chen . to the corresponding joint output of the ideal-world execution. Another important property involved in STPC is the adversary's power which indicates two different models. The semi-honest model forces the adversary to follow the protocol's exact specification, however the adversary may want to obtain some extra information from its received messages. The malicious model allows the corrupted party to operate in any strategy. In this paper, the above two models both are considered in our protocols.
1) OBLIVIOUS TRANSFER
Oblivious transfer was proposed by Rabin [6] in 1981. As an important cryptographic primitive, it has been widely used in STPC/SMPC protocols [1] , [2] , [7] - [10] , private set intersection [11] - [14] , oblivious pseudorandom function valuation [12] and other scenarios. The original OT functionality involves a sender S and a receiver R, where S has an ordered value-pair (x 0 , x 1 ) and R holds a choice σ ∈ {0, 1}. The OT functionality enables the receiver to obtain x σ meanwhile guaranteing that S does not know what R chooses and R gets no information about x 1−σ . The security and efficiency of OT protocols have been studied since the beginning, and numerous works especially the OT extension [15] , promote the development in this research field. Some other work focus on extending the functionality of original OT such as cut-andchoose OT (CCOT) [7] , [16] , cut-and-choose bilateral OT (CCBOT) [17] , [18] and outsourced OT (OOT) [20] , which can be used in some newly proposed models. Concretely, CCOT was firstly proposed by Lindell and Pinkas [7] in TCC 2011 which is used to improve efficiency of the secure protocol for general two-party functionality using Yao's Garbled Circuit (GC) and the cut-and-choose technique. CCOT is a combination of original OT and cut-and-choose technique where a cut-and-choose bit j ∈ {0, 1} is involved so as to allow the receiver to obtain either both (x 0 , x 1 ) if j = 0 or only x σ if j = 1. The original intention of CCOT is to transfer keys associated to the circuits for checking and evaluating together so as to obtain efficiency improvement of the general STPC protocol. Besides, Lindell and Pinkas [7] presented an efficient protocol of CCOT functionality based on the work in [19] using Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. However, whether their work can apply OT extension proposed in [15] to improve efficiency is unknown. Fortunately, in 2015, Kolesnikov and Kumaresan improved the efficiency of CCOT using OT extension technique which can achieve the result of a large number OT instances but using only less basic OT with some symmetric cryptographic operations like Hash.
Afterwards, the works [17] , [18] extended the functionality of CCOT and proposed cut-and-choose bilateral OT (CCBOT) which can be used for constructing secure two-party protocol based on GC with optimal rounds complexity. This new primitive enables that the circuits check and circuits evaluation can be accomplished in an one-off way. Furthermore, the protocol in [18] is proven secure in malicious adversaries model and mainly relies on the DDH hard problem.
Different to the above cut-and-choose scenario, outsourced OT (OOT) was proposed in [20] so as to satisfy the outsourced (or cloud-assisted) model. Formally, the OOT functionality involves three parties called sender, receiver and cloud where the cloud finally obtains the output values related to the receiver's choice. We emphasize that this new extension enables participants to outsource their work to an untrusted cloud while preserving their own privacy. It's worth mentioning that OT extension can also play a significant role when improving the real efficiency of the OOT protocols.
2) SECURE WILDCARD PATTERN MATCHING
As a extension of the exact matching, wildcard pattern matching (WPM) requires that the wildcard character matches any possible ordinary characters. For example, when considering the binary strings, the wildcard character * can match both 0 and 1. The WPM functionality involves two parties Alice and Bob with input t ∈ {0, 1} n and p ∈ {0, 1, * } m (denoted as a pattern with τ wildcards) respectively. In 2010, Hazy and Toft [21] firstly considered this problem and modified the wildcard characters obliviously and synchronously between Alice and Bob so as to transform the wildcard matching into exact matching. Their protocol relies on distributed ElGamal encryption scheme and is proven secure against malicious adversaries. Assuming the input sizes of Alice and Bob are n and m separately, their work requires O(n + m) communication and O(nm) computation cost. Based on this work, Vergnaud [22] obtained more efficient protocol whose communication and computation cost is O((n + m)k 2 ) and O(nlogm) respectively using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), in which 1024 ≤ k ≤ 2048 denotes as the security parameter.
In 2012, Baron et al. [23] firstly considered non-binary alphabet and constructed wildcard pattern matching protocol using additive homomorphic encryption scheme. Their scheme has the identical complexity as [21] and security in semi-honest adversary model.
In 2014, Yasuda et al. [24] considered how to compute many Hamming distances for two encrypted strings using a packing method proposed in [25] . Then, they combined this method with symmetric somewhat homomorphic encryption scheme so as to construct secure wildcard pattern matching protocol. Considering outsourced computation model, Saha and Koshiba [26] made a change of the above packing method and achieved outsourced wildcard pattern matching. Their new packing method improves the efficiency of protocol in k-times, however with information reveal about the pattern itself.
In 2017, Kolesnikov et al. [27] gave construction using OT and secure string equality test protocol. The core idea is similar to the method in [28] which represents each bit of t ∈ {0, 1} n using a pair of values in order. Each pair contains a random value and a well-chosen value, and furthermore all the well-chosen values are related to a secret value chosen by the party Alice. Bob can obtain all the well-chosen values via OT protocols if and only if its pattern p matches the text substrings, which also means that Bob can obtain the secret value. Finally, Alice and Bob execute a secure string equality test protocol using their secret values in hand, and Bob determines whether the match successes or not by receiving 1 or 0 from the secure string equality test protocol. In their secure WPM protocol, the two parties interacts in 4 rounds (2 for offline and 2 for online). Besides, it requires O(nm) communication and O(k) (using OT extension) computation cost, and also n-m+1 instances of secure string equality test protocol.
Recently in 2018, Darivandpour et al. [29] proposed a secure WPM protocol using lightweight cryptography. Their protocol is suitable for arbitrary alphabet and input sizes without using expensive cryptographic operations. Unfortunately, it requires an off-line cloud server.
We emphasize that wildcard pattern matching has numerous application scenarios not only for data locally but also for encrypted data in outsourced model, and new efficient constructions are required to promote its development.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we firstly propose and formalize a brand new cryptographic primitive denoted as permutable cut-andchoose oblivious transfer (PCCOT) which generalizes the original CCOT functionality. Then, we construct a secure wildcard pattern matching protocol based on our proposed PCCOT primitive and zero-sharing scheme. The efficiency of our secure WPM protocol has large improvement by when running the PCCOT instances in batch. Concretely, our contributions mainly contain the following aspects: 1) New primitive PCCOT. Our first contribution is to come up with a new cryptographic primitive denoted as PCCOT. As a general variant of CCOT propose by Lindell and Pinkas in [7] , PCCOT enables the receiver to obtain the input (x 0 , x 1 ) of the sender in a random order if cut-and-choose bit equals 0, however in CCOT functionality, the receiver obtains (x 0 , x 1 ) in a certain order (0, 1). We emphasize that the certain order reveals no information when checking circuits in GC-based general STPC protocol, however in some concrete protocols, the order may leak some important information and furthermore leads to the proof of security fails. Concretely, we formalize the functionality of PCCOT primitive based on CCOT functionality by involving a permutable bit b for the sender so as to randomize the order (i.e. the order is (0, 1) if b = 0 and is (1, 0) if b = 1). Then, we construct a secure protocol of PCCOT functionality in malicious adversaries model using DDH hard problem assumption. Our protocol requires only constant round, communication and computation cost for each pair of values. 2) Application to Secure WPM. The key for secure pattern matching with wildcard is to transfer the wildcard characters using some methods so as to match the ordinary characters meanwhile preserving the privacy of the locations and numbers of those wildcard characters. We found that the newly proposed PCCOT satisfies miraculously the above requirements such that we construct a secure wildcard pattern matching protocol in semi-honest model based on PCCOT and another primitive called zero-sharing. Our secure WPM protocol requires 2 rounds, O(nm) communication cost and computation cost, where n and m denote as the input sizes of the two parties respectively. Furthermore, the proposed protocol can achieve one-side simulation security by using a PCCOT protocol with malicious security, which may be of independent interest.
C. PAPER ORGANIZATIONS
The rest content of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 we introduce some cryptographic preliminaries and security definition. Then we propose and formalize a new primitive denoted as PCCOT in section 3. In addition, we also construct an efficient protocol for PCCOT based on DDH assumption. In section 4, we apply PCCOT to construct a secure WPM protocol in semi-honest model. Finally, we present the conclusion and future work in section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS A. SECURE WILDCARD PATTERN MATCHING
As an important variant of exact pattern matching, wildcard pattern matching requires that the match process must success for the pattern with wildcard information. This special and magical property has wide use in numerous real applications which retrieve information with some same identities. Secure wildcard pattern matching is a concrete two-party functionality which is described in FIGURE 1 . It is worth mentioning that the pattern has some wildcards in some positions which can match both 0 and 1 in the text holding by Alice. The security of WPM functionality requires that Alice should not learn the pattern p and also the positions of these wildcards. Besides, if a match successes Bob has no ability to know the corresponding text characters that match the revelent wildcards of the pattern.
B. CUT-AND-CHOOSE OBLIVIOUS TRANSFER
Lindell and Pinkas [7] firstly introduced and formalized the CCOT functionality in TCC 2011. As a new primitive which extends the standard oblivious transfer (OT) proposed by Rabin [6] , it has important advantage in improving the efficiency of the STPC protocol using Yao's Garble Circuit. The original CCOT functionality of [7] is described in FIGURE 2. The CCOT functionality requires that the receiver R obtains the output values in different ways, which is different from the original OT. In order to achieve this, a set of indices
σ j according to its choice σ j . Therefore, the index j indicates the ways R obtains output. We emphasize that the size of set J may be arbitrary and s/2 is just required in the work [7] .
For simplicity, we consider only one pair of values (x 0 , x 1 ) for the sender and one choice σ (called choice-bit) for the receiver, besides the receiver also has one index j (called cut-and-choose index bit). The simple form of functionality requires that:
We emphasize that in the following section, our proposed PCCOT functionality is also described in this simple form.
C. THE DDH ASSUMPTION AND RAND FUNCTION
Assuming G is a finite group of prime order q with generator g and (g,
The decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) hard problem is to decide whether ab ≡ c mod q or not. In other word, DDH problem indicates the computationally indistinguishability of the following two distribution ensembles:
We say that a quadruple which has the form like X 1 is a DH tuple, and otherwise a quadruple like X 2 is a non-DH tuple. A function RAND is defined using the above quadru-
where s, t ← Z q are randomly chosen. It satisfies different properties for DH tuple and non-DH tuple. 
D. ZERO-KNOWLEDGE PROOF OF KNOWLEDGE FOR DH TUPLE
The protocol for zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of DH tuple shown in [5] is described as follows.
The protocol requires 12 exponentiations in total, in which 8 are of the form x a · y b . We emphasize that the double exponentiations requires 1.25 rather than 2 the cost of a standard exponentiations, such that the overall exponentiations required are 9. Besides, the prover and verifier exchange 8 group elements during the 5 rounds of communication.
for every probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm D there exists a negligible function ε(n) such that for every a ∈ {0, 1} * and every n ∈ N ,
F. SECURITY MODEL AND DEFINITION
The security of STPC protocols in the presence of semi-honest and malicious adversaries is formalized using the idea/real simulation paradigm [3] , [4] . Formal definition sees the following description.
Definition 1:
, 1} * is a concrete two-party functionality and π is a real-world two-party protocol. Protocol π is secure for computing f with abort in semi-honest and malicious adversaries models, if for every non-uniform polynomial-time adversary real-world A, there must exist a non-uniform polynomialtime adversary ideal-world S, satisfying that for each i ∈ {1, 2},
where x, y ∈ {0, 1} * are the two parties's input, z is the auxiliary input and n ∈ N is security parameter.
III. FUNCTIONALITY OF PCCOT AND ITS CONSTRUCTION A. FUNCTIONALITY F PCCOT
Observing that in the original CCOT functionality, the receiver R obtains (x 0 , x 1 ) in the order of (0, 1) if j = 0. The order seems meaningless in checking the correctness of Garbled Circuits, however may reveal some essential information in some other concrete protocols. In order to solve this drawback and generalize CCOT functionality, we propose PCCOT functionality which requires that the receiver R obtains (x 0 , x 1 ) in a random order when j = 0. Note that the randomness is achieved using a permutable bit b ∈ {0, 1} chosen by the sender S which is secret to R when j = 0. We emphasize that when j = 1, the receiver R must also obtain the permutable bit b so as to determine which value is related to x σ . Our PCCOT is a general variant of the original CCOT functionality, and considers more comprehensively about the different cases. The formal description of F PCCOT is shown in FIGURE 3:
B. PCCOT PROTOCOL AGAINST MALICIOUS ADVERSARIES
Lindell and Pinkas [7] firstly construct a protocol of CCOT functionality in malicious adversaries model based on the DDH-variant protocol [19] . The basic idea is to require the receiver to generate two quadruples according to its input (σ, j) satisfying that the two quadruples both are DH tuples when j = 0 and only one quadruple corresponding to σ is DH tuple when j = 1. Then the sender S transfers its input (x 0 , x 1 ) separately using the two quadruples received from R. Considering output, R obtains both (x 0 , x 1 ) in order (0,1) if j = 0 and obtains only x σ if j = 1. In order to achieve security against malicious adversaries, zero-knowledge of proof of knowledge (ZKPOK) for DH tuple in [5] is involved for guaranteeing that R constructs the quadruples honestly.
Considering the PCCOT functionality, for the reason that S has an additional input b, we firstly attempt to find out the relationship between (x 0 , x 1 , b) and (σ, j). Concretely, the following TABLE 1 presents clearly what R obtains corresponding to its input:
As shown above, R obtains two values from (x 0 , x 1 , b) in each case. Therefore, we attempt to achieve transferring 3 values using two quadruples sent by the receiver R. Assuming that R generates two DH tuples (T 1 , T 2 ) (the case j = 0), we can set a new tuple from (T 1 , T 2 ) which satisfying that it is a non-DH tuple. Similarly, if one of (T 1 , T 2 ) is a DH tuple (the case j = 1), then a non-DH tuple can also be generated. Without loss of generality, we set a DH tuple in the form as (g, g a , g b , g ab ) and a non-DH tuple as (g, g a , g b , g ab+1 ).
The new tuple is set to be T 3 = T 1 ·T 2 g which satisfies our requirements and is used to transfer the value b. Besides, the tuples (T 1 , T 2 ) are also used to transfer (x 0 , x 1 ), however are sent in random order according to the permutable bit b. Unfortunately, this method only protects the privacy of the parties such that the protocol can be used in semi-honest model. If considering malicious adversaries, we also should invoke ZKPOK functionality for DH tuple to guarantee the success of simulation.
Generating T 3 from (T 1 , T 2 ) by the sender S can be seen as a way of implicit authentication. Now, we let R to generate all the three tuples (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) itself and then proves to S that he acts honestly (i.e. only two are Diffie-Hellman tuples). After analysing the above table, we find out that some potential relationship exists between the tuples (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ), that is
is a DH tuple. Regarding this property, the receiver R can just prove to S that the tuple T 1 ·T 2 ·T 3 g is a DH tuple so as to achieve the security in malicious model. In summary, our protocol for PCCOT functionality against malicious adversaries is shown as follows:
The correctness of protocol means all the parties can always obtain relevant output values. We analyse the correctness for different cases respectively. For j = 0 (no matter what σ is), the tuples (g 0 , g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 ) and (g 0 , g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 ) are both generated as DH tuples such that R can just compute (x 0 , x 1 ) in random order. In the case j = 1, one of the tuples (g 0 , g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 ) and (g 0 ,
is also a DH tuple. Therefore, R can firstly compute b so as to determine whether (x 0 , x 1 ) are permutated or not, and then computes x σ in the corresponding location. We claim that the correctness of protocol π PCCOT is guaranteed based on the property of RAND function that if (w, x, y, z) is a DH tuple in which x = w a and z = y a , then u a = v holds for (u, v) ← RAND(w, x, y, z).
D. SECURITY PROOF
Intuitively speaking, the sender's security mainly relies on the assumption of DDH problem. Note that receiver's input reflects in the quadruples he sends to the sender, however the sender has no ability to distinguish a DH tuple and a non-DH tuple such that receiver's input is secret to the sender.
Considering the sender's security, the property of RAND function ensures that the receiver can not obtain extra values beyond his choice. Furthermore, the ZKPOK guarantees that the receiver must send correct quadruples about his own input honestly.
The formal proof the security is shown in Theorem 1. Theorem 1: Assuming that the DDH problem is hard in group G, then protocol π PCCOT securely computes F PCCOT functionality in the presence of malicious adversaries according to the Definition 1.
Proof: The security of protocol π PCCOT is proven in a hybrid model where ZKPOK is invoked using the ideal functionality F zkpok . The formal proof is separated for either S or R is controlled by the adversary.
1) THE ADVERSARY CONTROLS R
Assuming that A is a real-world adversary controlling R, an ideal-world simulator S R is constructed for A so as to simulate the ideal process. The simulator invokes A internally and plays the roles of the honest R and the trusted party computing the F zkpok functionality. Besides, S R interacts externally with the trusted third party of F PCCOT functionality. S R simulates protocol π PCCOT according to the following steps:
1) After receiving the values (g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 , h 0 2 , h 1 2 , h 0 3 , h 1 3 ) from the adversary A, the simulator S R verifies whether the ZKPOK process holds or not.
• If ZKPOK fails, S R sends ⊥ to the trusted party of F PCCOT which means that the simulation halts.
• If ZKPOK holds, S R runs the extractor of ZKPOK to extract a witness w. Afterwards S R computes (h 0 1 ) w , (h 0 2 ) w , (h 0 3 ) w and compares them respectively with (h 1 1 , h 1 2 , h 3 1 ). Then S R sets the actual input σ and j of A according to the comparison results: a) if h 1 3 = (h 0 3 ) w , S R knows that j = 0 and then sets σ to be 0 or 1 randomly; b) if h 3 1 = (h 0 3 ) w , S R knows that j = 1 and then sets σ = 0 when h i 1 = (h 0 1 ) w or σ = 1 when h 2 1 = (h 0 2 ) w . 2) S R sends (σ, j) obtained in step 1 to the trusted party computing F PCCOT and receives output as follows:
• if j = 0, S R receives (x 0 , x 1 ) in random order;
• if j = 1, S R receives x σ and b. 3) Afterwards, S R computes the RAND function like an honest sender in the following ways:
• if j = 0, S R computes (u 1 , w 1 ) and (u 2 , w 2 ) using the values (x 0 , x 1 ) respectively like the honest sender. However, S R chooses random elements in G as the values (u 3 , w 3 ). Then S R sends these three pairs of values in the identical order receiving from the trusted party (S R receives (x 0 , x 1 ) in a random order, therefore it must send the RAND values in the same order). We only consider the order of (u 1 , w 1 ) and (u 2 , w 2 ), and the values (u 3 , w 3 ) are still in the third location. We wish to prove that the joint output distribution of the ideal simulation executed by S R and honest S is identical to that of a real protocol executed by A and honest S. Formally speaking, the following equation should holds
Observe that the simulator extracts the witness in the zero-knowledge proof such that S R can deduce the actual input of the real-world adversary A. It's obvious that the ideal-world simulation and the real-world execution differ only in the ways some unknown values are generated. Concretely, in the case j = 0, S R computes (u 1 , w 1 ), (u 2 , w 2 ) using (x 0 , x 1 ) honestly, however sets (u 3 , w 3 ) to be random elements chosen from the group G. Besides, in the case j = 1, S R computes (u 1+lo , w 1+lo ) and (u 3 , w 3 ) using (x σ , b) respectively like an honest sender, however sets (u 2−lo , w 2−lo ) to be random elements chosen from the group G. The reason this behavior successes is that the corresponding tuples for these values randomly chosen are non-DH tuples. In addition, the property of RAND function implies that the output of the RAND with a non-DH tuple yields a uniform distribution from an element chosen randomly from the group G.
We conclude that the distribution of the values generated by S R using (x 0 , x 1 ) or (x σ , b) is identical to the corresponding distribution of real protocol. Finally, we claim that sender obtains nothing in functionality F PCCOT , such that it is unnecessary to compare the joint output distribution. In conclusion, the proof when R is corrupted mainly relies on the property of the RAND function in non-DH tuple and the probability that the simulator fails in extracting the witness in the zero-knowledge proof when the adversary successfully proves is negligible.
2) THE ADVERSARY CONTROLS R
Assuming that A is a real-world adversary controlling S, an ideal-world simulator S S is constructed for A so as to simulate the ideal process. The simulator invokes A internally and plays the roles of the honest S and the trusted party computing the F zkpok functionality. Besides, S S interacts externally with the trusted third party of F PCCOT functionality. S S simulates protocol π PCCOT according to the following steps: 1) S S chooses randomly w, α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ← Z q and computes g 1 = (g 0 ) w and
2) S S emulates the ideal ZKPOK between R and S and sends 1 to A as if it comes from the F zkpok functionality. We emphasize that the value 1 means R computes the above values in an honest way, however in fact the simulator S S cheats in this step by generating (h 0 1 , h 1 1 , h 0 2 , h 1 2 , h 0 3 , h 1 3 ) according to its own strategy. 3) After receiving back (c 1 ,c 1 ), (c 2 ,c 2 ) and (c 3 ,c 3 ) from the adversary A, S S computes˜c i (c i ) w for each i = 1, · · · , 3 and determines the input (x 0 , x 1 , b) choosen actually by A in the real protocol. 4) Finally, S S sends the values x 0 , x 1 and b to the trusted party of the functionality F PCCOT . Then it outputs whatever the real-world adversary A outputs and halts. We wish to prove that the joint output distribution of the ideal simulation executed by S S and honest R is identical to that of a real protocol executed by A and honest R. Formally speaking, the following equation should hold
Two main observations must be considered in the above simulation. First, the ideal-world simulation and the real-world execution differ only in that S S generates (g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 , h 0 2 , h 1 2 , h 0 3 , h 1 3 ) satisfying that all the tuples (g 0 , g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 ), (g 0 , g 1 , h 0 2 , h 1 2 ) and (g 0 , g 1 , h 0 3 , h 1 3 ) are DH tuples. Because of this cheating behavior, S S learns all the actual (x 0 , x 1 , b) values of A. The reason this behavior can not been caught by the adversary A is that S S plays the role of simulator for the ZKPOK and claims to A that proof is correct. Second, the indistinguishability of the above two distributions is based on the DDH hard problem assumption. If there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm D can be used to distinguish the above two distributions with a non-negligible probability, then there also exists another probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm for distinguishing a DH tuple from a non-DH tuple with some non-negligible probability. However, the DDH problem is hard for polynomial-time algorithm, such that the above assumption is false. The reduction process to the DDH hard problem is straightforward and we omit for simplicity. We conclude that the ideal simulation and real execution are computationally indistinguishable when sender is controlled by an adversary, as required.
In conclusion, we accomplish formal proof of theorem 1.
E. EXACT EFFICIENCY
We analyse the exact efficiency of the protocol π PCCOT in the following three aspects:
• Rounds: The protocol requires total 6 rounds of interactive, where the zero-knowledge proof protocol has 5 rounds and S transfers the ''encrypted'' values in the last additional round.
• Computation cost: In the setup phase, the receiver R computes 7 exponentiations for the values (g 1 , h 0 1 ,
. Besides, the zero-knowledge protocol requires 9 exponentiations such that total exponentiations in setup phase are 16. Besides, S computes 12 exponentiations when computing RAND functions in the transfer phase, however the involved double exponentiation x a · y b costs only 1.25 the cost of the standard exponentiations such that the total number is 7.5. Finally, the output phase requires the receiver R to compute 2 exponentiations for its own output. In summary, the whole protocol requires 25.5 exponentiations.
• Communication cost: In the setup phase, R sends 7 elements (g 1 , h 0 1 , h 1 1 , h 0 2 , h 1 2 , h 0 3 , h 1 3 ) to the sender. Besides, the ZKPOK protocol involves the exchange of 8 group elements. Besides, the sender S sends 6 elements (c 1 ,c 1 ), (c 2 ,c 2 ) and (c 3 ,c 3 ) to R in the transfer phase. In summary, the protocol exchanges 21 group elements overall. Considering the simple form of functionality F CCOT , the corresponding protocol in [5] exchanges 17 group elements in which 7 from R to S, 8 involved in ZKPOK and 4 from S to R. Besides, R only computes 5 exponentiations in the first step, S computes 8 exponentiations for RAND functions ( it requires only 5 for the reason of double exponentiation). In total, the protocol requires 5 + 5 + 9 = 19 exponentiations. Because of the ZKPOK, the protocol also interacts in 6 rounds. In conclusion, for the reason that our proposed PCCOT primitive generalizes the original CCOT functionality, some extra computation and communication cost is required (4 more group elements exchanged and 6.5 exponentiations computed).
Furthermore, we can remove ZKPOK and easily obtain semi-honest PCCOT protocol with only 2 rounds and better computation and commination cost, therefore we omit it.
IV. SECURE WILDCARD PATTERN MATCHING PROTOCOL VIA PCCOT A. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we apply PCCOT primitive to the construction of secure wildcard pattern matching protocol with security against semi-honest adversaries. Two main basic primitives zero-sharing and PCCOT are involved in our construction. Now we give an overview of our full protocol. For simplicity, we consider a text t with the same length as the pattern p, that is t ∈ {0, 1} m and p ∈ {0, 1, * } m with τ wildcard characters. We firstly show how to represent each bit t i ∈ t using zero-sharing scheme. Similar to the technique involved in [27] , [28] , each bit t i ∈ t is represented using a pair of two values s i and r i satisfying that i s i = 0 and the r i s are chosen randomly (both s i and r i are of length k which is security parameter). The security parameter k is essential in zero-sharing scheme so as to avoid the XOR collision. In other words, there exists a probability that some values which are not in the chosen set i s i = 0 also satisfy this relationship. In order to reduce this probability to be negligible, we choose these values with the length of security parameter k (i.e. k = 128). Concretely, the pair is in order (s i , r i ) if t i =0 and is (r i , s i ) if t i =1 (the order must guarantee that s i is in the location corresponding to the bit t i ).
Afterwards, the two parties execute m PCCOT instances where Alice plays the role as sender with these ordered value pairs and Bob plays the role as receiver with input p. It is worth mentioning that a cut-and-choose index bit j is involved so as to differentiate the wildcard character and the ordinary character. Concretely, for each wildcard character the value j is set to be 0 such that Bob obtains both the values in each corresponding pair. Differently, for each ordinary character we set j = 1 and require that Bob can only obtain one value from each pair according to the corresponding bit of the pattern p. In summary, Bob obtains different types of values for the wildcard character and the ordinary character, and this is also the core idea and innovation we use permutable cutand-choose OT primitive.
Finally, Bob computes XOR of the values received in PCCOT instances and then determines the actual output. If the pattern with wildcards matches successfully with a text substring, the fact is actually that Bob receives s i for those ordinary character and both (s i , r i ) in random order for those wildcard characters. There must exist 0 in all the XOR values that Bob computes in binary order using all the s i and (s i , r i ). We emphasize that the random order of (s i , r i ) for wildcard character guarantees that Bob can not know the wildcard character of Alice's text substring. Considering the case that match fails, there must exist at least one ordinary character that Bob does not obtain the value s i such that no 0 occurs in all the XOR values.
The full and detailed description of our secure WPM protocol is shown as follows.
B. CORRECTNESS
The correctness of our protocol π WPM mainly relies on the properties of the PCCOT and zero sharing primitives. For simplicity, we consider a text t = 101011 with the same length as the pattern p = 1 * 10 * 1 as shown in Figure 4 . It's obvious that wildcards '*' exist in the second and fifth locations of p, and furthermore p matches successfully with t in wildcard manner. After executing PCCOT instances, the pattern owner obtains s 1 , (s 2 , r 2 ), s 3 , s 4 , (r 5 , s 5 ), s 6 for each bit of p. We emphasize that in location 1,3,4 and 6, only the legal shares are obtained, however in location 2 and 5, both the legal and illegal shares are obtained in random order (the order in our example is not modified, but in real execution the order is randomly set).
Using these received values, the pattern owner can compute 4 XOR values in TABLE 2. We know that 0 exists in the four XOR values which means that the pattern p with two wildcard bits matches the target text t. Furthermore, for the reason that (s 2 , r 2 ) and (r 5 , s 5 ) are obtained in random order, the line of 0 exists in TABLE 2 is also random. This randomness prevents the pattern owner to know the actual bits of t in wildcards locations. 
C. PROOF OF SECURITY
Before giving the formal proof, we provide an intuitive security description of the protocol π WPM . Considering the security of Alice, if the match process successes in one location, Bob can only obtain the value 0 which exists in random location of the four XOR values such that Bob does not know the actual wildcard information of Alice. On the other hand, if the match fails in one location, Bob only obtains four random XOR values which reveal no extra information about Alice's input because of the property of zero-sharing scheme. That is, Bob has no ability to distinguish a correct zero-sharing and a random chosen value. Therefore, the security of Alice is guaranteed. Besides, Bob's security mainly relies on the PCCOT primitive. It's obvious that Bob's input p occurs only in the PCCOT instances, the security of PCCOT guarantees that Alice can not get any information about the pattern p.
The formal proof the security of protocol π WPM is shown as follows.
Theorem 2: Assuming that the PCCOT protocol has security against static semi-honest adversaries, then protocol π WPM is secure for computing the F WPM functionality in semi-honest model. Proof: The security of protocol π WPM is proven in a hybrid model where PCCOT is invoked using the ideal functionality F PCCOT . The formal proof is separated for either Alice or Bob is controlled by the adversary.
1) ALICE IS CORRUPTED
Let A be a real-world adversary controlling Alice in an execution of protocol in π WPM where a trusted third party is used to compute the PCCOT functionality F PCCOT . We construct an ideal-world simulator S A which invokes A on its input and plays the role as Bob so as to interact with A as follows:
1) S A invokes A on a text t ∈ {0, 1} n and an integer m.
2) S A simulates the F PCCOT functionality by receiving corresponding values from the adversary A. Observe that in real protocol, the party Bob computes and sends these values according to its own input. However in the ideal simulation, S A has no ability to obtain Bob's actual input such that it just chooses a pattern randomly with the same length and simulates the receiver (Bob) to send it to the F PCCOT functionality. 3) S A sends A's actual input t and m to the trusted party for computing functionality F WPM , outputs what A outputs and halts. For the reason that F WPM is a single-output functionality where only Bob obtains output, such that we have no need to consider the output of the two parties in the idea-world and real-world executions. We will just explain why the distributions of the simulation executed by S A and Bob is computationally indistinguishable with the real protocol between the adversary A and an honest Bob. Formally, we should prove the following: m) , (p, n))}. The formal proof of the case Alice is corrupted relies on the security of PCCOT primitive. It's obvious that the ideal simulation and the real protocol execution differ only in the ways the pattern p is chosen. Bob uses its pattern p in real execution, however the simulator S A chooses a random value with the same length to complete the simulation process. Considering the security of PCCOT protocol, the sender can not distinguish the choice of the receiver such that the adversary S A also can not distinguish what the simulator chooses for the pattern. In other words, the distribution that S A chooses a random pattern in ideal-world simulation process is computationally indistinguishable to that generated by an honest Bob with its own pattern. In summary, security holds when Alice is corrupted by an adversary.
2) BOB IS CORRUPTED
Assuming that A is a real-world adversary controlling Bob in protocol π WPM where ideal functionality F PCCOT is invoked. We construct an ideal-world simulator S B which invokes A on its input and plays the role as Bob so as to interact with A as follows:
1) S B invokes a pattern p ∈ {0, 1, * } m with τ wildcards and an integer n which are A's input. Afterwards, S sends p and n to the trusted party for computing F WPM functionality. Then it receives match result which contains all the locations of the matched substrings in the text. For simplicity, let the match result contains i 1 , · · · , i r , where 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ · · · ≤ i r ≤ n − m + 1. 2) S B chooses randomly s i,j which satisfy that j s i,j = 0 like an honest Alice, where i = i 1 , · · · , i r and j = 1, · · · , m. Then S B simulates the input representation phase by choosing another random s i,j for each s i,j and generating value pairs according to the received pattern p. Concretely, for the non-wildcard locations, S B sets the value pairs as (s i,j , s i,j ) for bit 0 or ( s i,j , s i,j ) for bit 1. Differently, S B sets the value pairs in arbitrarily order for the wildcard locations. However, for the other remaining locations, S B generates all the value pairs by randomly choosing s i,j and s i,j and setting them in random order. 3) Finally, S B simulates the permutable cut-and-choose oblivious transfer protocol by sending the corresponding outputs to the adversary A, and takes what A outputs as its own output. We wish to prove the joint output distribution in the ideal simulation executed by the simulator S B and Alice is computationally indistinguishable to that generated by the adversary A and Alice in real protocol. Formally, we should prove the following equation: We emphasize that the ideal execution and the real protocol differ only in the ways that S B generates the value pairs for those unmatched substrings and the wildcard bits of the matched substrings. Firstly, for the unmatched text substrings, S B chooses random s i,j , s i,j and sets them in random order. This strategy successes for the reason that Bob obtains no 0 in all XOR values during the simulation execution, which is identical to the real protocol where Bob can also not obtain 0 in all XOR values for these unmatched text substrings. Second, for the wildcard bits of all the matched text substrings, the simulator S B generates the value pairs s i,j and s i,j honestly with the only difference that the order of the two values in each pair is set randomly. This makes no difference for the reason that in real protocol, Bob also obtains these values in random order and the "legal" shares s i,j guarantee that there exist corresponding 0s in all XOR values. In summary, we prove the security of protocol π WPM when Bob is controlled by an adversary, as required.
In conclusion, we accomplish formal proof of theorem 2.
D. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
Our protocol mainly relies on PCCOT primitive which requires only 2 rounds, constant computation and computation cost in semi-honest model. Considering secure WPM protocol with input t ∈ {0, 1} n and p ∈ {0, 1, * } m , it requires to invoke m(n-m+1) 1-out-of-2 PCCOT protocol instances in total. As mentioned above, each instance requires constant computation and computation cost, such that the whole protocol π WPM requires O(nm) communication cost and O(nm) computation cost. Besides, the protocol π WPM requires only 2 rounds for that all PCCOT instances can be executed in batch way. The comparison result of our proposed protocol π WPM with another related and similar protocol presented in [27] is presented in Table 3 . Their protocol is mainly based on OT extension, and additional private equality test (PEQT) is also required. However, our protocol only relies on the new PCCOT primitive. In terms of efficiency, our protocol has the same communication cost O(nm) as the protocol in [27] . For the reason that the OT extension technique can not be directly used for the PCCOT primitive, our protocol has O(nm) computation cost which is O(k) in [27] . The security parameter k is the number the base OT in OT extension protocol which is less than nm. Besides, the protocol in [27] requires 4 rounds (2 for offline and 2 for online), however our work requires only 2 online rounds.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present a new cryptographic primitive denoted as PCCOT, which is a general variant of the original CCOT functionality. We formalize the PCCOT functionality and construct an efficient protocol in presence of malicious adversaries using DDH hard problem assumption. Then we apply the new PCCOT primitive to construct secure WPM protocol in semi-honest model which reauires only 2 rounds, O(nm) communication cost and computation cost, where n and m are separately the input length of the two parties.
In the future, we will mainly consider the malicious model and construct secure wildcard pattern matching protocol with better efficiency and higher security with malicious security. Furthermore, we will also pay attention to outsourced wildcard and approximate pattern matching so as to realize more and more applications in cloud computing model. XIAOCHAO WEI was born in 1990. He received the Ph.D. degree in computer science and technology from Shandong University. He is currently a Lecturer with Shandong Normal University. His main interests include secure multiparty computation, privacy preserving, and searchable encryption.
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